




Sea Rescue Team is a revolving amusement equipment with the theme of

saving marine animals as the background. The middle island is divided into

four different scenes, and each scene tells a small story. Passengers will be

able to circle the island in a cockpit and interact with animals by shooting at

targets on the island from the cockpit’s water gun.

When the target is hit, the animal targets nearby spray water and do some

interesting motions. In the mid of island, the submarine piloted by Captain

Murphy and other members of the team is lifted up by the water spray. After

four boats are hit, there will be water spray effect. The sea rescue team

rotates with the central axis, which is ornamental and interesting also an

edutainment amusement equipment.
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Product Function

The theme of sea 

rescue team is to 

save marine animals. 

The background of 

the story has certain 

educational 

significance and 

conveys the core 

values of adventure, 

rescue and protection

innovative 

design

multiple type of 

water spraying 

system

In addition to the 

water spray gun in 

the cockpit, the 

equipment is 

equipped with 

multiple points and 

various water spray 

systems

The equipment 

adopts split type of 

independent 

rotating platform, 

replace the big arm, 

the whole is more 

beautiful

separate 

independent 

rotating platform

Can always show 
the score ranking,  
as well as the 
cockpit posture and 
condition

7 inch LCD 

screen

It can monitor the 
running status of 
the device in real 
time and control 
and adjust the 
parameters of the 
device

management 

system



The middle island consist of four parts:

Seafloor cleaning 
Broken pipe polluted waters, the marine life 

living in nearby waters had to flee their 

homes, fortunately, the sea rescue team 

spotted something strange in the ocean by 

global monitors timely. In order to solve the 

problem in time, the rescue team members 

made a battle plan, and the sea creatures 

who had been ready to flee their homes also 

came to help! Finally, with the concerted 

efforts of all, the broken pipe was closed, the 

algae attached to the pipe was removed, and 

the sea and marine life were left with a clean 

home.

Interactive target
·Broken pipes, seaweed, 

octopus, crabs, sea urchins,

·Community coral reef

·Several water spraying points

(including targets)

·Effect of water mist

underwater concert
The underwater concert will be grand 

opening, a group of shellfish as a choir, will 

bring you a wonderful chorus. But the 

shellfish have become lazy from eating too 

much and with the concert about to begin, 

the rescue team had to use some special 

methods to make the shellfish a little more 

energetic in order to get the opening chorus 

going.

Interactive target
·Coral group, seaweed, scallop, 

conch, nautilus, etc

·Several water spraying points 

(including targets)



Stranded humpback whale

A humpback whale has become stranded and is in critical

condition. Small crabs and hermit crabs are helping to water

the whale. Several penguins are trying to help the whale

out, but the animal's huge size makes them helpless. The

beached humpback was saved by the arrival of an express

rescue team and the rabbit, who poured water on the whale

Interactive target
·humpback whale, crabs, pagurian, penguin

·a frame made of branches and vines

·several water spraying points

(including targets)

Top sharpshooter

The rescue team had accidentally entered 

archerfish territory, and the competitive 

archerfish must let the rescue team fight it 

out to get them to leave. In order to get rid of 

the archerfish as soon as possible, the 

members of the rescue team and the 

archerfish staged an underwater shooting 

battle

Interactive target
·Coral reefs, archerfish, seaweed, 

starfish



Device Parameters

Power supply： AC380V/50Hz，3P+N+

Rotary direction: CCW  max height : 4.35m(installation needs to be 5.3mhigh)

Capacity: 28p (2p/cockpit, adult, children are not limited)

Driving mode: motor drive

Rated power:20KW    rotate speed:2rpm   rated total driving power:14.66KW

Min floor space: 230㎡(length16.5m x width14m)    pool depth: 450mm

Cockpit number: 14    pool capacity: 21m    action type: rotation

Swing diameter: 10.58m



Device Parameters

Equipment area:  17700mmx16400mm

Equipment height:  5852mm
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多谢观赏


